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 BOYS 
STAND UP
Impact



Background

Quilt.AI, in partnership with the Client sought to put the evidence on 
behavior shifts into practice. Using our “awareness to action” behavior 
change framework, best practices from traditional social and behavior 
change communication projects, the scale and speed of machine 
learning and the large digital population of boys in Rajasthan, we 
created an unprecedented methodology to shift behavior.
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Design

We accomplished this by understanding the boys digital ecosystem in Rajasthan, and developing a misogyny 
index. This process included:

● Conducting a digital landscape and understanding how many of the boys are online (where are they / 
what are they doing);

● Articulating digital insights, to give an in depth account of their content ecosystem - what are they 
consuming / creating and identifying major behavioral themes - what does it mean;

● Looking into unstated and stated behaviour around gender and what it tells us about their attitudes to 
gender. This included exploring what chemists say about their Behaviour.

● Developing a misogyny scoring system/detection model across online platforms
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Methodology

A mixed methods approach was implemented for this project, including the following:
● An indepth look at the online landscape of a 13-17 year old boy in Rajasthan, including the information 

he actively and passively consumes across social media platforms and the information he searches for. 
This included looking at 162 million searches, 598,000news, blogs and articles, and 1.4 million YouTube 
videos.

● Two online surveys targeting boys and chemists separately. The first was with 4061boys across 23 
districts in Rajasthan, collecting perspectives on patriarchy,gender-based violence and sexual and 
reproductive health awareness. The second was with 946 Chemists across Rajasthan and covered 
which contraceptives boys purchase and how often. Both these surveys were run before Quilt.AI’s 
online behavior change intervention an

● A misogyny detection model for various platforms, measuring the level of misogyny through language 
extraction and image analysis

● A large-scale online behavior change intervention, targeting 4.8 million boys, across 23 districts in 
Rajasthan, including the creation of 60 facebook communities, hundreds of pieces content and an 
online Chemist community.
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Project by Outcome

4.8 Million
Boys targeted

19 exposures (ad/ content)
Per Boy

17% 
MOVEMENT
Across reduction in misogyny for almost 
1MM boys

60 
FaceBook pages



IMPACT 1: Condom Search  (information seeking)
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52,800 per 
month 

20% jump : 
63,360 per 
month



IMPACT 2: Misogynistic content consumption 
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729,000 per 
month 

567000 per month

20% reduction 



IMPACT 3: Pornographic website traffic 
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Steady growth of PornHub (as 
well as RedTube) reversed  



IMPACT 4: Learning about “feminism” 
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Doubled : 3000 a 
month 

1500 a month 



IMPACT 5: Crime against women : Sex work demand
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10,000 per month 

9,000 per month ; 
10% reduction 



IMPACT 5: Crime against women : Domestic Violence 
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IMPACT 5: Crime against women : Knowledge (POCSO)
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3,000 per month 

7,200 per month 
Doubled. 



Patriarchal attitudes 
dominate: 

- 47% believe that a woman 
earning more than a 
husband hurts pride 

- 44% believe that a woman 
should stay at home and 
look after the family 
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Survey Results  
Total responses from boys age 13-19: 5032

Objectification … is normal 

- 42% will make sexual or moral comments (take 
it down, you are so hot) 

- 40% believe a girls attractiveness is her big 
breasts (13% believe its education)

- 43% believe a girl wearing a sexy dress is giving 
permission to be touched 

- 55% believe girls do not look good in modern 
clothes (i.e. independent / showing skin) 

- 21% believe its ok to whistle at girls when public 
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Summary

Baseline Endline

Believe that a woman earning more 
than a husband hurts pride

50% 47%

Believe that a woman should stay at 
home and look after the family 

57% 44%

● Patriarchal attitudes
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Summary

-

Baseline Endline

Believe women posting about 
Indian men  being dangerous for 
women are anti-nationalist

40% 40%

Believe that women claiming to be 
raped are doing it for attention 

58% 44%

Believe its ok to force a girl to have 
sex with you … if you love her

50% 39%

Believe when a girl says no, she 
means “maybe”

53% 40%

Believe a husband slapping his 
wife because she deserved it

45% 41%

Believe it’s okay to hit your 
girlfriend

46% 29%

High Propensity to act online (50%) v offline(29%) online (62%)  vs offline (29%)

● Gender Violence
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Summary
● Sex awareness:

Baseline Endline

Category Use Manforce condoms 16% 30%

Use Kohinoor condoms 10% 9%

Use Durex condoms 9% 7%

Have heard of condoms 27% 62%

Have heard of birth control pills 23% 22%

Have heard of Emergency Contraception 15% 16%

Behavior Always use a condom 35% 39%

Never use a condom 22% 4%

Sometimes use a condom 43% 57%

Believe pull out method is good 50% 50%
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Summary

Baseline Endline

Will make sexual or moral 
comments (take it down, you are 
so hot) 

53% 42%

Believe a girls attractiveness is 
her big breasts (13% believe its 
education)

41% 40%

Believe a girl wearing a sexy 
dress is giving permission to be 
touched

45% 43%

Believe girls do not look good in 
modern clothes (i.e. 
independent / showing skin) 

65% 55%

Believe its ok to whistle at girls 
when public 

54% 21%

● Objectification
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Summary
● Sex awareness (continued)

Baseline Endline

Behavior Believe they really don’t need to wear a condom 
during sex 

50% 20%

Context Claim that their friends tell them not to wear a 
condom 

50% 8%

Have sex the first time because of peer pressure 29% 32%

Believe a girl getting pregnant before marriage - is 
because of her fault, not the boys 

47% 48%

Of boys who believe it is not necessary to have 
consent before having sex

37% 24%
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Summary

CATEGORY SUB CATEGORY Baseline Average Endline Average

Patriarchy Patriarchal gender attitudes 55.00% 45.%

Patriarchy Catcalling is normal 55.00% 20%

Patriarchy Objectification 52.00% 48%

SRSH 
awareness Category awareness 50.00% 61%
GBV “Rape is her fault” 50.00% 44%

SRSH 
awareness “Consent is unnecessary” 50.00% 25%
GBV Relationship violence is normal 45.00% 30%

SRSH 
awareness Responsibility for condom use 42.00% 55%
GBV Humiliating language 40% 38%

SRSH 
awareness Condom Usage 35.00% 39%
GBV Social media doxxing 34% 61%
GBV Propensity to act 29.00% 60%
Patriarchy Objectification on internet 28% 25%

● Another moment in time Index:
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Summary
● Chemist:

Baseline Endline

They get at least 20  customers who are  13-19 a month 49% 0%

They get at least 30 customers who are 13-19 a month 29% 49%

They get at least 40 customers who are 13-19 a month NA 8%

They get at least 50 customers who are 13-19 a month NA 4%

Repeat Customers 73% 70%

Those who buy Manforce 29% 40%

Those who buy Kamasutra 16% 12%

Those who buy Moods 14% 8%

Those who buy Kohinoor 13% 13%
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Summary
● Chemist (continued):

Baseline Endline

Those who buy Durex NA 4%

Customers who come alone 75% 50%

Customers who come with other male 
friends 

23% 50%

Customers who come in the afternoon to 
the shop

35% 27%

Customers who come in the evening to 
the shop

43% 73%

Those who are embarrassed to buy 
condoms

72% 90%

Those who buy condoms 93% 90%

Those who buy condoms + BC pills 7% 10%
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Summary
● Choice of brand of Condoms

Baseline Endline

Manforce 13% 57%

Kohinoor 12% 12%

BeBoy Condoms - 11% 11%

Playgard 10% 10%

Skore 9% 6%

Durex, Moods and Cupid 
Condoms

8% 2%

Okamoto 7% 1%

Carex and Trojan
4% 1%



-
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Chemist Brand Information Summary

Keyword Baseline Endline

Manforce condom 182 2056

Kohinoor condom 30 29

Kamasutra condom 62 68

Skore condom 260 8

Beboy condom 20 21

Durex condom 214 74

Moods condom 41 40

Carex condom 1 2

Playgard condom 17 16

● Average search volume:
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Chemist Brand Information Summary

Keyword Baseline (6 month growth rate) Endline (3 month growth rate)

Manforce condom 22% 310%

Kohinoor condom 27% 2%

Kamasutra condom 0% 0%

Skore condom -56% -150%

Beboy condom 0% 0%

Durex condom 171% -80%

Moods condom 23% 4%

Carex condom 50% 100%

Playgard condom -43% -2

● Growth Rate:
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